
iPad Off Task Consequences 

 

When the iPad is being used for in-class assignments, the student is required to use the iPad 

exclusively for the work associated with class. If a student is found perusing the internet, 

utilizing any form of social media, checking email, engaging unrelated media, or doing 

anything that is not directly related to class, teachers will follow the steps outlined below: 

Offense 1: Warning. Teacher may take and immediately secure iPad in locked cabinet if 

deemed necessary by the teacher. An alternate assignment will be provided. iPad will be 

returned at the end of class. 

Offense 2 : Warning. Teacher may take and immediately secure iPad in locked cabinet if 

deemed necessary by the teacher. If confiscated, iPad will be returned at the end of class. An 

alternate assignment will be provided. Parent contact will be made by teacher. 

Offense 3:  Warning. Teacher will confiscate iPad and secure immediately in a locked cabinet. 

An alternate assignment will be provided. iPad will be brought to the grade level AP or AP 

secretary as soon as possible. Parent contact will be made by teacher.  

Offense 4:  Teacher will confiscate the iPad for remainder of the day and the alternative 

assignment will be provided. The iPad will be brought to the grade level administrator or AP 

secretary as soon as possible. Enter a referral into Skyward with the dates of the three 

warnings. The grade level administrator will revoke iPad priveleges for a period of 3-6 weeks.   

Offense 5: Teacher will confiscate the iPad for remainder of the day and the alternative 

assignment will be provided. Enter a referral into Skyward. The iPad will be brought to the 

grade level administrator as soon as possible. The grade level administrator will revoke iPad 

priveleges for a period of 6-9 weeks.   

*This discipline hierarchy is independent from the classroom management plan. 

*Refusal to give an iPad to the teacher constitutes an immediate referral to the office. 

*Anything that is against acceptable use policy is an immediate referral. (Ex. Inappropriate 

photos, apps, etc.) 


